Monitoring the dynamics and status of populations of harbor seals (Phoca vitulina richardii) requires efficient methods for estimating population parameters from mark-resight data. We used a test set of photographs from 182 individuals identified by flipper tags, scars, or unique pelage markings to test whether individuals could be identified accurately by their ventral pelage markings; to document efficiency and misidentification error rate associated with a computer-assisted photograph-matching system; and to test for bias in mark-recapture survival estimates resulting from misidentification errors. Pelage patterns of seals that were not of dark-intermediate or intermediate color phase were unique and stable from birth until 6-8 years, and from year to year as adults. The computer-assisted system greatly improved efficiency of photograph matching: 93.3% of good photographs and 69.9% of all photographs ranked 1st, and 95.2% of good photographs ranked in the top 0.3% of the ordered list for visual checking. Additional visual matching error averaged ,3.0% for good photographs, and overall misidentification error rate was low at 1.8%, due to the availability of multiple photographs for matching. Inclusion of poor-quality photographs reduced ranking success by ;20% and increased additional visual matching error up to 20%. Bias in survival estimates was À7.0% for a misidentification rate of 8.8%, but was 1.1% for misidentification rates of ,2.7%, achieved by restricting data to only good photos. Our study suggests that estimation of misidentification error rate, inclusion of only high-quality photographs, or use of models that account for misidentification error, are required to prevent bias in mark-recapture survival estimates when using data from natural-marking studies.
Studying the dynamics of animal populations often requires monitoring artificially marked individuals over several years (Seber 1982) . However, monitoring individuals by using natural rather than artificial markers may be better for minimizing disturbance to sensitive or endangered animals (Forcada and Aguilar 2000) , for species or populations that cannot be artificially marked or retain artificial marks long-term, and for small discrete populations (McConkey 1999) . Many studies of animal behavior and population biology have identified individuals by natural marks or distinguishing physical features, such as pelage or skin pigmentation patterns (Arzoumanian et al. 2005; Heilbrun et al. 2003; Karanth and Nichols 1998) ; scars (Forcada and Aguilar 2000; Langtimm et al. 2004; Milette and Trites 2003) ; shapes of dorsal fins, flukes, or flippers (Hammond et al. 1990; McConkey 1999) ; vibrissae patterns (Jhala et al. 1999) ; footprints or tracks (Sharma et al. 2005) ; callosities (Payne et al. 1983) ; and DNA (Stevick et al. 2001) . The potential risks in using natural marks in population studies requires thorough study, particularly given the increased use of natural markers in recent years with the development of techniques to distinguish individuals by DNA (Lukacs and Burnham 2005a; Taberlet et al. 1999 ) and its widespread use in photographic identification of individual marine mammals (Hammond et al. 1990 ).
In Alaska, understanding survival patterns and population dynamics of harbor seals (Phoca vitulina richardii) at Tugidak Island became critical after severe declines in the maximum numbers of seals hauled-out per day at southwestern Tugidak Island from more than 9,000 in the 1970s to 1,000-1,500 seals in the last decade (Jemison et al. 2006; Pitcher 1990) . A study was initiated in 1998 to estimate survival probabilities of Tugidak seals that used the highly patterned pelage and photographs to identify individuals. Previous harbor seal studies were successful at following individuals within a single year or over several years by their pelage patterns (Olesiuk et al. 1996; Stutz 1967; Yochem et al. 1990 ), but the stability of patterns over many years and whether patterns were unique among individuals in a large population had not been tested rigorously.
An efficient system of photograph matching was particularly required for our large study site. Animals ''marked'' by photographs previously could not be identified in the field, resulting in a very high proportion of individuals marked, reduced resighting rates per individual, and a large volume of data per year such that effort and cost for photograph matching could be prohibitively high. Most photograph-based natural-marking studies have used computer-assisted systems to improve matching efficiency and reduce misidentification error (Arzoumanian et al. 2005; Beck and Reid 1995; Caiafa et al. 2005; Crowley et al. 2001) . Studies often document improved efficiency using these systems, but fewer studies have been able to quantify misidentification error rates with unequivocal data from artificially marked (Forcada and Aguilar 2000; Forcada and Robinson 2006) or captive individuals (Sharma et al. 2005) . Instead, some studies have addressed misidentification by comparing identities determined by multiple areas of the body (Gowans and Whitehead 2001; Payne et al. 1983) , data sets matched independently via multiple methods (usually comparing results from prior random visual matching to a computerassisted matching system- Arzoumania et al. 2005; Hiby and Lovell 1990; Kelly 2001) , or by multiple natural markers (Garrigue et al. 2004; Stevick et al. 2001) .
Misidentification is of particular concern to mark-recapture studies and results in 2 potential types of errors: matching 2 different individuals with the same identity (''false positives,'' producing fewer individuals in the population than actually exist), or failing to match multiple sightings of the same individual (''false negatives,'' producing more individuals in the population than actually exist- Hammond et al. 1990; Lukacs and Burnham 2005a) . False positives mimic errors in misreading marks and so also may occur in artificial-marking studies. False negatives create unique problems for natural-marking studies because false new identities cannot be readily distinguished from true new identities. For example, the error of assigning multiple new identities to a single animal is not possible with tagging studies because tag numbers that were read but were not put out can be eliminated from the data (Lukacs and Burnham 2005a) . Many studies have demonstrated large biases in mark-recapture abundance estimates with small misidentification error rates (Creel et al. 2003; Gunnlaugsson and Sigurjónsson 1990; Lukacs and Burnham 2005b; Mills et al. 2000; Waits and Leberg 2000) . The effect of misidentification error on mark-recapture survival estimates has rarely been examined, but underestimates or overestimates of survival may result from false negatives or positives, respectively (Lukacs and Burnham 2005a ).
Here we examine the stability of pelage markings of harbor seals over time using photographs of 182 individuals identifiable by flipper tags, scars, or unique pelage markings. We report performance of an objective, computer-assisted photographmatching system based on a modified algorithm originally developed for gray seals (Halichoerus grypus-Hiby and Lovell 1990; see also Hiby and Lovell 2001; Karlsson et al. 2005; Kelly 2001; Mackey 2004) . We also test for effects of photograph quality, color phase, and mark type on performance of the system, and report additional visual (human) photographmatching error. Lastly, we tested if the range of misidentification errors we observed produced biased estimates of survival from a standard Cormack-Jolly-Seber model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Seal tagging, collection of photographs, and the test set of known-seal photos.-In late June 1997-2001, 179 two-to fiveweek-old seals were captured by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game at Tugidak Island (568279N, 1548409W; ;24 km south of Kodiak Island in the Gulf of Alaska). Captured seals were photographed and double-tagged in their hind-flippers with unique color-number combinations of Dalton Rototags (Dalton Rototags, Henley-on-Thames, United Kingdom). From 1998 to 2005, the ventrums of tagged and untagged seals hauled-out on Tugidak Island were photographed from cliffs, 20-40 m above haul-outs using Nikon SLR film cameras (1998) (1999) , Nikon D1 digital cameras (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) ; Nikon Inc., Melville, New York), and Schmidt Cassegrain telescopes (Celestron C5 and C8; Celestron LLC, Torrance, California) during parturition (late May-early July) and molting (late Julylate September) periods. We systematically photographed all seals whose ventrums were not overly sandy or bleached and that showed a proper ventrum view (head, hips, and both foreflippers visible and angle of body slight to moderate from the camera). A single ventrum viewpoint was chosen to allow sexing of animals and to avoid complexity in modeling markrecapture data based on multiple viewpoints. It was rarely possible in our study to collect multiple viewpoints for a single sighting of an individual. Therefore, we used a single standard viewpoint, to avoid modeling complications due to variation in the number of viewpoints available per animal. The choice of a single viewpoint reduced our daily resighting rates, because usually a maximum of 15-30% of seals observed per day showed the ventrum view. However, given the large size of this haul-out, often only this portion of hauled-out seals could be photographed per day.
For each seal photographed, we recorded age-class, presence of scars or flipper tags, and color phase (Kelly 1981; Stutz 1967 (Gannon et al. 2007) .
At the end of each year we selected the best photograph(s) for each seal photographed per day for inclusion in the photograph library. We standardized viewpoint by rotating photographs when necessary so all heads of seals were to the left in photographs, adjusted the brightness and contrast of photographs when required, and assigned original animal numbers in the database for input into the photograph-matching system. Then the entire 1998-2005 library of nearly 16,000 photographs was matched by 3 experienced observers via an automated matching system as described below.
A test set of 772 photographs was chosen from this photograph library, of 182 known seals identifiable by tags (n ¼ 75), scars (n ¼ 62), or unique pelage markings (n ¼ 45) that had acceptable-quality photographs from at least 2 different days. Seventeen known seals were excluded from the test set because all of their photos were severely angled, out of focus, or their ventrums were severely obscured by sand, poor molt, or obstructions. At least 2 photographs (i.e., 1 pair of photographs) per animal were required to examine matching success. If .1 photograph was available per seal per day, we usually included only 1 of these photographs because matching success was biased high for these pairs because of nearly identical lighting, posture, viewpoint, or coat conditions in photographs taken on the same day. We did include 5 pairs of photos taken on the same day for a few seals because they provided different viewpoints of the proper ventrum view (lying on the right versus left side, or angled more toward the head versus tail), in which case the higher score from each pair was used to represent the score for that seal that day. The number of days known seals were photographed varied from 2 to 17 per seal; tagged seals were photographed more days (0.23 with photos from only 2 days; 0.16 with photos on !10 days) than scarred or pelage pattern seals (0.45-0.50 with photos from only 2 days). Given multiple days with photographs per animal, the 772 test-set photographs resulted in 1,994 matching photograph pairs of known seals.
Computer-assisted photograph-matching system.-An interactive photograph-matching software initially developed for gray seals (Hiby and Lovell 1990 ) was modified to accommodate photographs of ventrums of harbor seals (software developed by Conservation Research Ltd; www.conservationresearch. co.uk). A 3-dimensional body model of a harbor seal was superimposed on each ventrum photograph by placing a series of dots on the screen to indicate the outside edge, midline, and special points on the body (nose, chin, left ear, right ear, base of both foreflippers, midforeflipper, and midpelvis; Fig. 2a ). An algorithm then optimized fit of the body model to the ventrum in the photograph based on dot placement. The user could improve the final fit by manipulating the dots on the screen and refitting (Fig. 2b ). The resulting model corrected for viewpoint and posture for extraction of 2 ''identifier arrays'' (IAs) from each photograph, 1 from each of 2 standard regions, the fore-(center of the chest) and hind-(center of the belly) cells ( Fig. 2c and inset). The IA described the pelage pattern of each cell as a matrix of gray-scale intensities (Hiby and Lovell 1990) . For both cells, 2 IA types were extracted: 1 optimized for sparse (type 1) and 1 for complex (type 2) patterning (i.e., 4 IAs were extracted per photo). Users censored portions of cells A comparison algorithm then compared IAs from different photographs in the library by calculating the correlation coefficient between IAs of the same extract type and cell. The correlation score was maximized by stretching and shearing the IAs over each other to account for cell positioning errors (Hiby and Lovell 1990) . After processing batches of 200 new photographs (i.e., comparing each new photo to other new photos and those in the library via the comparison algorithm), the user could view each new photograph and potentially matching photographs ranked from most to least likely to match for each of 4 cell and extract types. Thus, 4 ordered lists of likely matches could be checked per photograph for each of 4 cell Â extract types. If a match was found by visual checking, the software updated the animal numbers in the database to the lowest animal number in the matching pair, and ensured any other photographs associated with the higher animal number also were updated to the new animal number. IAs from multiple photographs of the same animal were retained in the library for future matching.
Testing system performance and pelage pattern stability, and examination of misidentification error.-To reduce computation time, we randomly selected one-third of the photograph library (5,818 of 15,908 photos of 3,184 of 5,574 animals photographed from 1998 to 2005 that were not of testset animals) to be compared to the 772 test-set photographs. Then a single experienced observer (KKH) subjectively graded fore-and hind-cells in all test-set and non-test-set photos as ''excellent'' (ventrum 0-10% angled away from camera or rotated onto ventrum or dorsum, focus very sharp in cell region, and no sand or obstructions or old hair in cell region), ''good'' (ventrum 0-15% angled away from camera or rotated onto ventrum or dorsum, focus less sharp in cell region but pattern clear, and little sand or obstructions or old hair in cell region), ''fair'' (view of pattern in cell region moderately compromised by angle away from camera or rotation onto ventrum or dorsum, poor focus, or sand or obstructions or old hair in cell region), or ''poor'' (view of pattern in cell region severely compromised). While grading, the observer was blind as to whether photos were of test-set animals.
We ran a modified version of the comparison code to compare all test-set photos to each other and to the reduced set of non-test-set photos. After running the code, each of the 1994 matching photograph pairs had 1 correlation score and 2 ranks (i.e., 1,994 Â 2 or 3,988 resulting ranks). Two ordered lists of potentially matching photographs were available from the comparison results, 1 list for each member of the pair. Therefore, the 2 ranks were the positions where the correlation score fell in the ordered lists of scores for each member of the pair. Because we included both ranks in our results we report average performance of photograph pairs. We evaluated system performance by cell quality using 4 criteria that were based on these ranking results: the proportion of matching pairs for which at least 1 of the 4 cell Â extract types gave a score that was ranked 1st in the ordered lists or occurred in the top 0.3%, 0.5%, and 1% of the ranks of the ordered lists.
After standardizing based on cell quality, we examined system performance by mark type (tagged, scarred, or pelage markings), color phase, and age of seal as the proportion of matches included in the top 0.3% of ranks (hereafter termed ''ranking success'') and by fitting hyperbolic curves (which produced the best visual fit to the data: y ¼ a À b/(1 þ cx) 1/d , where y was proportion of matches included within x proportion of ranks) to the ranking results. We examined performance by mark type because we suspected that the ranking success of pelage-pattern and scarred seal photographs may have been biased high due to the potentially good markings on these seals that may not have been representative of the entire data set. In contrast, tagged seals provided a random sample of markings. To examine pattern stability with age and time, we 1st compared ranking success of pup : pup, nonpup : nonpup, and pup : nonpup photographs because photograph and field observations suggested that coats of seals , 2 months of age (''pups'') may be thicker than those of seals ! 1 year of age (''nonpups''), with potentially fainter patterns that may have become more defined at age 1. Second, we examined if ranking success declined with number of years between 2 photographs for photographs of seals , 2 months of age, yearlings, and adults (! 2 years of age). We used chisquare analyses to test for potential confounding of colorphase, mark-type, and cell-quality effects, and to ensure that test-set photos were representative of the library.
Because the system retained all photographs of an animal for matching to future photos, if a new photo matched any previous photo, the correct animal identification would be assigned to all photos of that animal in the database. Therefore, we expected that ''animal matching success'' would improve as the number of photographs per animal increased. We examined the magnitude of this effect by manually mimicking the process using our test-set results. For example, if the best ranks for photo pairs A:B, B:C, and A:C were 1, 5, and 10, respectively, then the match to the A:C pair would be ranked 5 not 10 because of the ranks of the A:B and B:C pairs.
Visual checking of all photographs from 1998 to 2005 by the time of this study allowed examination of human visual matching error. We estimated this error rate as the difference between the observed misidentification rate of test-set photo pairs (after visually checking all photographs to rank 0.3%) and the expected misidentification rate that would occur due only to the probability of matches occurring within the top 0.3% of ranks.
Finally, we examined if bias in survival estimates resulted from misidentification error by comparing Cormack-JollySeber apparent survival estimates (È) generated using program MARK (White and Burnham 1999 ; http://www.cnr.colostate. edu/;gwhite/mark/mark.htm). We used 4 sets of capture histories: those generated based on correct identities of all tagged, scarred, and pelage pattern seals; identities resulting from the actual matching results; identities resulting when only matches ranked within the top 1% of ranks; and identities ranked 1st were included. We examined estimates produced when all photos and only good photos were included to provide a range of misidentification rates. Survival estimates were generated from model È (.) p (time) for all data sets, such that È was constant with time and resighting rate (p) varied with time. Only photographs of seals ! 1 year of age (n ¼ 164 of 182 seals) were included because photographs of seals , 2 months of age were too few to estimate 1st-year survival and so were excluded to reduce heterogeneity in È or p due to age.
RESULTS
Tugidak seals were predominantly light-phase: 69%, 7%, 10%, 5%, and 9% of seals in the library were L, LI, I, DI, and D, respectively (also see Kelly 1981) . Compared to all photos, slightly fewer I and more L seals were included in the test set (73%, 9%, 3%, 8%, and 7%, respectively; v 2 ¼ 14.119, d.f. ¼ 4, P ¼ 0.007). Slightly more (5%) hind-cells were of poor quality than fore-cells (v 2 ¼ 10.821, d.f. ¼ 3, P ¼ 0.012), but for either cell type ;65% were judged good or excellent in the test set. Test-set cells judged excellent, good, fair, and poor were 22%, 44%, 26%, and 8% for fore-cells compared to 23%, 41%, 23%, and 13% for hind-cells. Cell quality was nearly identical between library and test-set photos, indicating that our test set was representative of the library. Library cells judged excellent, good, fair, and poor were 23%, 46%, 25%, and 6% for fore-cells and 24%, 41%, 22%, and 12% for hind-cells.
For single photo pairs, the system ranked 69.9% of matching photos 1st and 77.1% of photos in the top 0.5% of ranks for all photos (Table 1) . After the majority of matches ranked 1st, 0.2-15% of additional matches were included in the top 0.3% of the ordered list of potential matches depending on quality category, but dropped to a nearly random assortment for all but the poorest quality photographs when more than the top 0.3% of the ordered list was considered (Table 1) . Ranking success was reduced by 10.3% and another 24.5% on average by inclusion of photographs with fair and poor cells, respectively (Table 1) . Use of fore-rather than hind-cells improved rank success little (,2%), but having both photos in the pair with good or excellent cell(s) improved rankings by 5-10% over pairs with at least 1 photo in the pair with fore-cells considered good or excellent (Table 1) . A ranking success of .95% required that both photos had both cells considered good or excellent, and that a minimum of 47% of photos were excluded (Table 1) . Restricting photos to only those with excellent rather than either good or excellent cells required 30-33% additional data reduction for maximum gains in ranking success of only 2.6% (Table 1) .
To assess ranking success by mark type, color phase, and age of seals, we used data from pairs with at least 1 photo with both cells considered good or excellent to provide a sufficient sample size (n ¼ 2,882). Ranking success was 6.1% higher for scarred than pelage-pattern or tagged seals (Fig. 3a) . This was likely not as much due to the scar itself assisting with greater patterning in the cell regions as to very similar body positions in photos required to detect scars on seals in photographs or in the field. Matching success for animals with large scars was only 2.3% higher than seals with small scars (Fig. 3a) . Despite this effect, inclusion of scarred seals did not bias overall estimates for ranking success (84% for all in Table 1 versus 83% for tagged and pelage-pattern seals in Fig. 3a) because of the small proportion (14.4%) of photographs of scarred seals in the test set. Ranking success of L, LI, and D seals was 13.1% and 23% higher than that of I and DI seals, respectively (Fig. 3b) .
Standardizing by cell quality to examine effects of color phase reduced sample size of individuals and photographs per color phase, such that a few poorly patterned individuals could have biased these results. However, similarly few photos and individuals were available for D and LI seals (2-12% of comparisons for 10-13 individuals), as DI and I seals (10% and 3% for 12 and 5 individuals, respectively); review and removal of a few potentially problematic or poorly patterned I and DI individuals did not significantly improve results (Fig. 3b) .
For non-DI/I seals, ranking success of pup : pup photo pairs was 5-10% lower than for pup : nonpup pairs. Photos of seals , 2 months of age ranked slightly better (5%) with photos of yearlings than with photos when seals were ! 2 years of age, suggesting potential changes in patterning with age, whereas this pattern was not apparent for yearling or adult non-DI/I seals (Fig. 3c) . Sample size was sufficient to examine evidence for pattern changes over time only for adult DI/I seals. For DI/I adults, ranking success of same-year photos was 18.4% higher (at 85%) than ranking success of photos from different years (averaging 66.6%). However, the decline in ranking success was abrupt rather than linear over years, as might be expected with gradual changes in patterning (Fig. 3c) .
Considering multiple photo pairs per animal, ranking success improved nonlinearly with number of total (all photos regardless of quality) and good (both cells good or excellent) photos available for matching (Fig. 4) . A ranking success of ;95% required that at least 2 good or 5 total photos were available for an individual animal for matching (Fig. 4) . This result suggests that the system performed well when comparing 2 good photos to each other, or when 2 good photos and 1 or more photos of lower quality were available for matching.
Overall misidentification error for test-set photo pairs (based on matching results in the final database following visual matching) was 4.5% for all photographs and 1.8% for comparisons of only good or excellent photographs. All errors were false negatives except 1 that resulted from an unknown data processing error. The 2 animals (1 a test animal and 1 a nontest animal) incorrectly matched had very different patterns and therefore the error was not likely due to a human observer incorrectly matching the photographs. Misidentification errors generated not only 2 identities for 13% of seals but also 2 identities with matches for both identities for 2 of 161 seals with !4 photos; thus, for a few animals matches were found for the false rather than true individuals. Additional visual matching or database error averaged 2.7% for animals with at least 2 good photos (ranging to an estimated maximum of ;5% additional error observed) and 9.4% for all photo pairs regardless of quality (Fig. 4) . Fair and poor-quality photos were less likely to be ranked high in the ordered list for visual checking, and they were also less likely to be correctly matched visually when placed in the higher ranks (Fig. 4) .
When using photos of all qualities, misidentification resulted in negative bias in survival proportional to the misidentification rate; bias ranged from À3.7% to À7% for misidentification rates ranging from 3.6% to 8.8% (Table 2) . A misidentification rate of 8.8% produced 41 false individuals in capture histories (þ25% of true individuals; Table 2 ). When using only good or excellent photos, bias was negligible (À0.6% to À1.1%) for the small misidentification error observed (1.8-2.7%) but resulted in larger coefficients of variation of survival estimates and lower resighting probabilities due to data reduction (Table 2) .
DISCUSSION
The computer-assisted photograph matching system was very efficient at placing matches at the top of the ordered list for visual checking: 69.9% of all photos and 93.3% of photos with both cells good or excellent were ranked 1st in the list. With minimal additional effort (checking to the top 0.3% of TABLE 1.-Effect of photograph quality on performance of a computer-aided photograph-matching system for identifying individual harbor seals (Phoca vitulina richardii) by natural pelage markings on the ventrum. Results are based on a test set of 182 tagged, scarred, or pelage-pattern seals identified independently of the system. Details of the photograph-matching system are provided in the text, but the system was designed to place most likely matches at the top of ordered lists, with system performance evaluated based on the proportion of comparisons of 3,988 pairs of matching photographs that were included within varying ranks of the ordered lists for visual checking. Qualities of fore-and hind-cells in photographs were judged subjectively as excellent, good, fair, or poor (see text).
Combinations of cell qualities in 1 or both photographs n (matching photograph-pair comparisons included)
Matches at rank 1 (%) (Table 1) . High ranking success and the presence of at least 2 good photos in the library prevented significant human visual matching error, which averaged ,3% given !2 good photos were available. Poorquality photographs were not only ranked more poorly by the system but human visual error also was substantial for poor photographs that ranked well, ranging up to 20% additional error (Fig. 4) . Therefore, subjective grading of quality of photographs was required to control or account for misidentification of individuals, as has been done in other studies using photograph-matching of individuals (Friday et al. 2000; Kelly 2001; Stevick et al. 2001) . The overall misidentification rate (based on ranking results þ visual matching error) was low in our study at 4.5% for all photos and 1.8% for good photos. Our results suggest that using photographs of scarred individuals to test pelage-based photograph-matching systems may underestimate misidentification rates. Likewise, testing an automated system using a subset of photographs visually matched independently of that system also may produce underestimates of misidentification rate. Visual matching success even more than ranking success depended greatly on photograph quality in our study. We suggest that researchers relying on visually matched sets of photos to test photographmatching systems also test that photograph quality of the matched data set is truly representative of the entire photo set that will be analyzed. Using photographs taken on the same day (when seals were often in the same body position or their molt stage was very similar or both) also may overestimate ranking success of the system.
We expect that the effect of loss of natural marks over time on mark-recapture estimates would be similar to those of tag loss. Accumulation or loss of scars over time has been observed in many species (Carlson et al. 1990; Forcada and Aguilar 2000; Langtimm et al. 2004) . The pelage of gray seals darkens with age, particularly in the 1st few years of life, with patterns in females becoming more distinct and visible and those in males becoming very dark such that the pattern may disappear (Vincent et al. 2001) . Anecdotal evidence also suggested the pelt characteristics of individual bobcats (Lynx rufus) may change significantly in their 1st year of life (Heilbrun et al. 2003) . Harbor seals in our test set that were not darkintermediate or intermediate color phase had stable patterns from their birth year until 6-8 years of age, and from year to year as adults (Fig. 3c) . However, coat patterns in seals of darkintermediate and intermediate color phase may have changed significantly from year to year because ranking success of the system was poor for these seals (Fig. 3b) due at least in part to poor matching of photographs of adults that were not collected in the same year (Fig. 3c) . Kelly (1981) reported that the proportion of all harbor seals hauled-out at Tugidak and Otter Islands that were light phase ranged from 5.7% to 18.7% lower for adults than for seals , 3 months of age. This pattern persisted in our data from 2000 to 2006. Consistent with results from our study, this pattern may indicate that a portion of seals morph to the dark-phase with age but other processes potentially creating this pattern, such as greater survival, immigration rates, or haul-out probabilities of dark versus light adults, cannot yet be discounted. Studies are underway to explicitly test if some harbor seals become darker with age. However, even if this occurs in a portion of seals, our results suggest this phenomenon had little effect on matching success of non-DI/I seals, particularly for seals 6-8 years of age.
Finally, misidentification error negatively biased CormackJolly-Seber survival estimates in our simple test. More rigorous analyses concerning bias in survival estimates due to false negatives at various population sizes, sample sizes, and survival and resighting rates would be worthwhile. Restricting data to only good photos produced negligible (,1%) bias in survival in our study, and was particularly low due to multiple photographs available per animal in our data set. Bias may have ranged up to À5% if all animals had only 2 or 3 good photos in the data set (Fig. 4) . However, this data restriction required 47% of data to be excluded (Table 1) , resulting in decreased precision and 10-20% lower resighting rates for all but the 1st occasion ( Table 2) . Development of models that account for misidentification error would likely be preferable to this data restriction Burnham 2005a, 2005b; Stevick et al. 2001) . Estimates of cumulative survival of long-lived animals are robust to negative biases within the range of À1% to À5% per year when annual survival rates are low (such as potentially in juveniles). However, cumulative survival at adult ages, when annual survival rates are high, can be seriously biased by misidentification error. Biases in survival estimates of À1% and À5% per year would produce biases in cumulative survival estimates of adults over 15 years of À10% and À37% for annual survival rates of 0.975, compared to À6% and À22% for annual survival rates of 0.940.
Restricting the data to only photographs with 1 previous match, rather than on photograph quality, may include matches among false negatives, as occurred occasionally in our analyses. Lastly, we suggest that including photograph quality TABLE 2.-Effect of misidentification error on estimates of annual apparent survival (È) and resighting (p) probabilities of harbor seals (Phoca vitulina richardii) ! 1 year of age from Tugidak Island using program MARK and a test set of 164 tagged, scarred, or unique pelage-pattern seals. n (seals in capture histories) ¼ number of individuals included in capture histories. True number of individuals was 164 or 149; misidentification resulted in false negatives that produced false individuals in capture histories. Bias in È was determined by subtracting the survival estimate resulting from the erroneous data set from that of the baseline data set of correct capture histories, for all photos or for only photos considered of good or excellent quality. CV ¼ coefficient of variation. 
4.-Effect of multiple photos or total and ''good'' photos on ranking success and visual matching success of a computer-aided photograph matching system for harbor seals (Phoca vitulina richardii). Good photos were photos with both the fore-and hindcells judged as good or excellent. Visual matching success was the actual results in the database after ranking and visual checking and so included both ranking and visual matching success. Fitted lines are hyperbolic curves (y ¼ a À b/(1 þ cx) 1/d ), which provided the best visual fit to the data. as a state variable (Nichols et al. 1992) or covariate in markrecapture models may alleviate heterogeneity in resighting rates due to variation in quality among photographs, when using resight data from photograph-matching studies.
